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I.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether the court of appeals erred in concluding that the government did
not waive immunity under section 24-10-106(1)(e), C.R.S. (2013), of the Colorado
Government Immunity Act, for injuries caused by a tree limb that fell on a camper
in an improved campsite in a state park.
II.

STATEMENT OF INTEREST

The Colorado Trial Lawyers Association (“CTLA”) consists of
approximately 1,100 Colorado trial attorneys who represent claimants, particularly
individuals, in a wide variety of litigation. The stated mission of CTLA is to
protect the rights of the individual, advance trial advocacy skills and promote high
ethical standards and professionalism in the ongoing effort to preserve and improve
the American system of jurisprudence. The organization is active in promoting
fairness and equity in legislation, including the provisions of the Colorado
Governmental Immunity Act (“CGIA” or “GIA”) that are at issue in this case.
Three other cases currently pending before this Court call upon this Court to
determine the scope of the waiver of immunity contained in § 24-10-106(1)(e),
C.R.S., which waives governmental immunity for injuries arising from “[a]
dangerous condition of any . . . public facility located in any park or recreation area
maintained by a public entity . . . .” CTLA writes on behalf of its constituents to
1

advocate for a single, comprehensive construction of the parks and recreation
waiver contained in this particular subsection of the CGIA. The varied facts in
Daniel v. City of Colo. Springs,1 Loveland v. St. Vrain Valley Sch. Dist. Re-1j,2 and
Young v. Brighton Sch. Dist. 27J,3 the hypothetical circumstances posed in the oral
arguments in each of those cases, and the facts of the case at bar provide this Court
with a prime opportunity to set forth a construction of subsection (1)(e) that
effectuates the intent of the General Assembly to afford injured parties a fair
opportunity to recover for injuries sustained as a result of governmental
negligence. CTLA’s interest reaches beyond the tetralogy of cases currently
pending before this Court because both citizens and governmental entities will
benefit from the adoption of a consistent framework that will enable litigants to
measure and resolve their disputes.
Because this Court is keenly aware of the facts in the tetralogy, this Brief
focuses on the intersection between the immunity waiver contained in § 24-10106(1)(e), C.R.S., and the exception to the waiver for natural conditions of
unimproved property, which is also contained in that same subsection. The CTLA

2012 COA 171, cert. granted 2013 Colo. LEXIS 308 (Colo. Apr. 29, 2013).
2012 COA 112, cert. granted sub nom, 2013 Colo. LEXIS 154 (Colo. Feb. 25,
2013)
3
2012 Colo. App. LEXIS 944 (unpublished), cert. granted 2013 Colo. LEXIS 160
(Colo. Feb. 25, 2013)
1
2

2

encourages this Court to utilize the currently pending cases to adopt a framework
that includes a functional, flexible definition of the terms “public facility” and
“park or recreation area,” and that gives effect to this Court’s repeated direction
that waivers of immunity under the CGIA are to be construed broadly in the
interest of compensating the victims of governmental negligence.
III.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The CTLA incorporates by reference the Statement of the Case and factual
recitations contained in the Opening Brief filed by Burnett. In addition, the CTLA
wishes to draw this Court’s attention to the following pertinent facts.
Burnett suffered a fractured skull, fractured vertebra, a concussion and
multiple lacerations when the tent in which she was sleeping was struck by an
overhanging branch that broke off of a cottonwood tree situated immediately
adjacent to Burnett’s campsite. The accident happened while Burnett and a friend
were camping overnight on Campsite No. 14 in Cherry Creek State Park. The
campsite was a “full hook up campsite” featuring a concrete parking pad, a level
dirt pad, a picnic table, a fire pit, and electrical, water, and sewer connections. The
site was surrounded by a series of 30-40 foot cottonwood trees that contained
numerous dead branches. At some point during the night, despite the absence of
any wind or other adverse weather conditions, a branch broke off of one of the
3

cottonwood trees and landed on Burnett’s tent. Based on the lack of wind, it is
apparent that the tree branch in question overhung the campsite before it fell.
Burnett filed suit against the State of Colorado Department of Natural
Resources, Division of Parks & Outdoor Recreation (the “Parks Division”) under
the Colorado Premises Liability Act, § 13-21-115, C.R.S. The Parks Division filed
a Motion to Dismiss and Request for Attorney Fees, claiming immunity under the
Colorado Governmental Immunity Act (“CGIA”), § 24-10-101 et seq., C.R.S. The
Parks Division contended that the tree that injured Burnett was a “natural condition
of . . . unimproved property,” for which immunity is retained under the CGIA,
rather than a “dangerous condition of [a] public facility located in [a] park or
recreation area maintained by a public entity,” for which immunity is waived. The
trial court granted the Motion, and a divided panel of the court of appeals affirmed.
Both the trial court and the court of appeals relied heavily on Rosales v. City &
Cnty. of Denver, 89 P.3d 507, 510 (Colo. App. 2004), in which the court of appeals
held that a pre-existing natural feature may be considered part of a public facility
for the purposes of applying the immunity waiver only where the public entity
“incorporates [the natural feature] into [the] facility in such a manner that it
becomes an integral part of the facility and is essential for the intended use of the
facility . . . .”
4

IV.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The CGIA was enacted in derogation of the common law, and this Court has
repeatedly instructed lower courts to construe its grants of immunity narrowly in
favor of compensating victims of governmental negligence. The CGIA waives
immunity for a dangerous condition of any public facility located in any park or
recreation area maintained by a public entity, but retains immunity for natural
conditions of any unimproved property, even if such conditions are located in a
park or recreation area. This Court should interpret the interplay between the
terms “dangerous condition” and “public facility” in a functional manner that is
broad enough to include within the scope of the immunity waiver dangerous
conditions involving pre-existing natural features that originate upon, or overhang,
a public facility in a publicly maintained park or recreation area. The Rosales
framework is not derived from the statutory text and forces trial courts to make a
potentially limitless number of arbitrary factual determinations. This Court should
disapprove the Rosales framework in this case.
V.
A.

ARGUMENT

THE CGIA WAS ENACTED IN DEROGATION OF THE COMMON
LAW, AND THIS COURT HAS REPEATEDLY HELD THAT ITS
GRANTS OF IMMUNITY SHOULD BE CONSTRUED NARROWLY.

5

Prior to 1971, Colorado courts recognized the doctrine of governmental
immunity in tort-based actions. See City of Colo. Springs v. Powell, 48 P.3d 561,
563 (Colo. 2002). In Evans v. Bd. of Cnty. Comm’rs, 482 P.2d 968 (Colo. 1971),
superseded by statute, Ch. 323, Sec. 1, §§ 130-11-1 to -17, 1971 Colo. Sess. Laws
1204, 1 204-11, this Court abrogated the doctrine of governmental immunity,
holding that the state and its subdivisions were subject to suit.4 This Court did so
in part because “the waivers to immunity and the exceptions to those waivers had
become exceedingly complicated and in many ways arbitrary. Powell, 48 P.3d at
563. This Court wrote:
The effect of this opinion and its two contemporaries is simply to undo
what this court has done and leave the situation where it should have
been at the beginning, or at least should be now: in the hands of the
General Assembly of the State of Colorado. If the General Assembly
wishes to restore sovereign immunity and governmental immunity in
whole or in part, it has the authority to do so.
Evans, 482 P.2d at 972.

4

The Court also issued opinions in two companion cases, Flournoy v. Sch. Dist.
No. 1 of Denver, 482 P.2d 966 (Colo. 1971) and Proffitt v. State, 482 P.2d 965
(Colo. 1971), both of which referenced the reasoning in the Evans opinion as the
basis for their holdings. Subsequent opinions have referred to this group of cases
as the “Evans trilogy.” See, e.g., Bertrand v. Bd. of Cnty Comm’rs, 872 P.2d 223,
227 (Colo. 1994), superseded by statute on other grounds, § 24-10-103.7(2.7),
C.R.S., as recognized in Herrera v. City & Cnty. of Denver, 221 P.3d 423 (Colo.
App. 2009).
6

In response, the General Assembly enacted the CGIA, which re-established
the doctrines of sovereign and governmental immunity, but permitted injured
parties to bring claims against governmental entities under certain enumerated
circumstances. See Powell, 48 P.3d at 563 (citing § 24-10-106, C.R.S.). Since that
time, this Court has repeatedly held that because the CGIA was enacted in
derogation of the common law, the CGIA’s grant of immunity should be construed
narrowly. Id.; Medina v. State, 35 P.3d 443, 453 (Colo. 2001); Bertrand v. Bd. of
Cnty. Comm’rs, 872 P.2d 223, 227 (Colo. 1994) (“[T]he immunity created by the
GIA is in derogation of the common law established in the Evans trilogy and must
be strictly construed.”), superseded by statute on other grounds, § 24-10-103(2.7),
C.R.S., as recognized by Herrera v. City & Cnty. of Denver, 221 P.3d 423 (Colo.
App. 2009); State of Colorado v. Moldovan, 842 P.2d 220, 222 (Colo. 1992)
(“Strict construction of the scope of legislatively created immunity is consistent
with one of the basic but often overlooked purposes of the Governmental
Immunity Act – that is, to permit a person to seek redress for personal injuries
caused by a public entity.”).5
5

In City & Cnty. of Denver v. Gallegos, 916 P.2d 509, 510-11 (Colo. 1996), this
Court suggested the opposite, writing that “the GIA requires that exceptions to
governmental immunity be interpreted narrowly in order to avoid imposing
liability not specifically provided for in the statute.” Subsequent decisions of this
Court have made clear, however, that the CGIA’s grant of immunity should be
7

Likewise, the provisions of the CGIA permitting suit against governmental
entities should be construed broadly, in favor of allowing the injured party an
opportunity to recover from the governmental tortfeasor. See, e.g., Walton v. State,
968 P.2d 636, 643 (Colo. 1998) (“Because governmental immunity derogates
Colorado’s common law, the CGIA’s waiver provisions are entitled to deferential
construction in favor of victims injured by the negligence of governmental agents,
while the immunity provisions are subject to strict construction.”).
B.

THIS COURT SHOULD ADOPT A FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION OF
THE TERM “PUBLIC FACILITY” THAT IS BROAD ENOUGH TO
INCLUDE THE DANGEROUS CONDITION THAT INJURED
BURNETT.
1. The CGIA waives immunity for a dangerous condition of any public
facility located in any park or recreation area maintained by a public
entity, but retains immunity for natural conditions of any unimproved
property, even if located in a park or recreation area.
Under § 24-10-106(1)(e), C.R.S., sovereign immunity is waived by a public

entity in an action for injuries resulting from “[a] dangerous condition of any . . .
public facility located in any park or recreation area maintained by a public entity .
. . .” The next sentence of that provision states, in pertinent part, that “[n]othing in

interpreted narrowly, and that the exceptions to immunity should be construed
broadly. See, e.g., Corsentino v. Cordova, 4 P.3d 1082, 1086 (Colo. 2000)
(“Without disturbing the interpretation of the term ‘public facility’ that we
proffered in Gallegos, we disapprove of the case’s language that immunity waivers
are to be construed narrowly.”)
8

this paragraph (e) . . . shall be construed to prevent a public entity from asserting
sovereign immunity for an injury caused by the natural condition of any
unimproved property, whether or not such property is located in a park or
recreation area . . . .” This case calls upon this Court to demarcate the boundary
between these two categories of conditions.
The CGIA defines a “dangerous condition” as
either a physical condition of a facility or the use thereof that
constitutes an unreasonable risk to the health or safety of the public,
which is known to exist or which in the exercise of reasonable care
should have been known to exist and which condition is proximately
caused by the negligent act or omission of the public entity or public
employee in constructing or maintaining such facility.
§ 24–10–103(1.3), C.R.S. (emphasis added).
In this particular case, the Parks Division has not argued that the condition
of the tree did not constitute an unreasonable risk to the health or safety of those
using the campsite. Nor has the Parks Division argued that it did not know or
should not have known of the danger, or that the dangerous condition was not
proximately caused by the Parks Division’s negligent acts or omissions in
maintaining the campsite facility. See Burnett v. State, 2013 COA 42, ¶ 33. The
Parks Division likewise has not disputed that the full hook up campsite was a
“public facility in [a] park or recreation area maintained by a public entity.”
Accordingly, the only issue that this Court must address here is whether the falling
9

tree branch that that caused Burnett’s injury was a “dangerous condition of [the]
public facility”6 (the campsite), or whether it was a “natural condition of . . .
unimproved property.” See § 24-10-106(1)(e), C.R.S. (emphasis added). This case
calls for the adoption of a framework that will enable courts to delineate the
boundary between these two categories of conditions in a consistent, non-arbitrary
manner.
2. This Court should interpret the interplay between the terms “dangerous
condition” and “public facility” in a functional manner that is broad
enough to include in the immunity waiver dangerous conditions
involving pre-existing natural features that originate upon, or overhang,
a public facility.
The term “public facility” is not defined in the CGIA. However, this court
and the court of appeals have defined the term broadly. In Gallegos, this Court
cited with approval the definition now contained in § 37-60-126(1)(f), C.R.S.,
which defines a “public facility” as “any facility operated by an instrument of
government for the benefit of the public including, but not limited to, a
governmental building, park or other recreational facility, school, college,
university, or other educational institution, highway, hospital, or stadium.” See
Gallegos, 916 P.2d at 511. This Court went on to note that “the determinative
6

As noted above, the issue of whether the falling tree branch constituted a
“dangerous condition” under the CGIA is not at issue in this case. The only issue
is whether the condition is “of” the public facility – the campsite.
10

factor in defining a public facility is whether the facility is operated ‘for the benefit
of the public.’” Id. Likewise, the court of appeals in Loveland v. St. Vrain Valley
Sch. Dist. Re-1j, 2012 COA 112, cert. granted St. Vrain Valley Sch. Dist. Re-1j v.
Loveland, 2013 Colo. LEXIS 154 (Colo., Feb. 25, 2013), cited with approval the
Rosales definition of “facility” as “something (as a hospital, machinery, plumbing)
that is built, constructed, installed or established to perform some particular
function or to serve or facilitate some particular end.” Id. ¶ 20 (citing Rosales, 89
P.3d at 509).
The campsite in this case is plainly a public facility under these principles.
It is operated by an instrument of government for the benefit of the public. It was
built, constructed, and establish to perform a particular function – in this instance,
to provide citizens of the State of Colorado with a place to perform the recreational
pursuit of camping.
This functional definition of “facility,” wedded to the CGIA’s definition of
“dangerous condition,” is broad enough to include the falling tree branch that
caused Burnett’s injury within the waiver provision of § 24–10–106(1)(e), C.R.S..
As noted above, the CGIA defines “dangerous condition,” in pertinent part, as
“either a physical condition of a facility or the use thereof that constitutes an
unreasonable risk to the health or safety of the public . . . .” § 24–10–103(1.3),
11

C.R.S. (emphasis added). Merriam-Webster defines the term “of” to mean
“belonging to, relating to, or connected with (someone or something).” “Of”
definition, Merriam-Webster.com, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/of
(last visited Dec. 17, 2013). Under this interpretation, the dangerous condition (the
falling tree branch) that caused Burnett’s injury was plainly “of” the public facility
(the campsite) or the use thereof, since the condition in question caused Burnett to
be injured while occupying and using the facility. Writing in dissent below, Judge
Carparelli averred that the CGIA’s definition of “dangerous condition” applies to
any condition that impacts the use of a facility in a way that constitutes an
unreasonable risk to the health and safety of those who use it. See Burnett, 2013
COA 42, ¶ 44. The tree branch in this case plainly satisfies this definition, and the
CTLA encourages this Court to adopt Judge Carparelli’s reasoning.
3. The CGIA waives immunity for dangerous conditions arising from
natural conditions, so long as those natural conditions are not “of
unimproved property.”
Notwithstanding the above, per the plain language of § 24-10-106(1)(e),
C.R.S., the immunity waiver for dangerous conditions of public facilities located in
parks and recreation areas maintained by public entities does not extend to natural
conditions of unimproved property. In affirming the trial court’s order dismissing
Burnett’s Complaint, the court of appeals held that the tree that injured Burnett was
12

a natural condition of unimproved property. See Burnett, 2013 COA 42, ¶¶ 10-23.
The CTLA submits that the court of appeals interpreted the phrase “natural
condition of any unimproved property” too broadly and in a manner that
effectively reads the term “unimproved property” out of the statute.
Statutory construction is a question of law that is subject to de novo review.
Specialty Restaurants Corp. v. Nelson, 231 P.3d 393, 397 (Colo. 2010). When
interpreting a statute, this Court’s primary responsibility is to give effect to the
intent of the General Assembly. Lombard v. Colo. Outdoor Educ. Ctr., Inc., 187
P.3d 565, 570 (Colo. 2008). The analysis should begin with the plain language of
the statute. Wolf Ranch, LLC v. Colo. Springs, 220 P.3d 559, 563 (Colo. 2009).
When the language is unambiguous, the Court should give effect to the plain and
ordinary meaning of the statute without resorting to other rules of statutory
construction. Stamp v. Vail Corp., 172 P.3d 437, 442-43 (Colo. 2007). Words and
phrases used in a statute are considered together and in context. Pearson v. Dist.
Court, 924 P.2d 512, 516 (Colo. 1996). Importantly, when construing a statute,
this Court should prefer an interpretation that gives effect to all of the words of the
statute. See Colo. Water Conservation Bd. v. Upper Gunnison River Water
Conservancy Dist., 109 P.3d 585, 597 (Colo. 2005) (“[W]hen examining a statute’s
plain language, we give effect to every word and render none superfluous.”).
13

The CGIA defines neither “natural condition” nor “unimproved property.”
However, as Judge Carparelli noted in dissent below, the term “unimproved
property” typically refers to real property in its natural state and containing a
variety of features, including “shrubs, trees, rocks, ruts, ditches, cliffs, and
watercourses.” Burnett, 2012 COA 42, ¶ 56. “When property is unimproved,
these natural features have not been disturbed.” Id. By contrast, the term
“improvements,” as applied in the tax code, refers to “structures, buildings,
fixtures, fences, and water rights erected upon or affixed to land.” Id. ¶ 57 (citing
§ 39-1-102(6.3), C.R.S.). Synthesizing the definitions of these two terms, Judge
Carparelli averred that “property is unimproved when no structures or fixtures are
built on or affixed to the land.” Id.
As noted above, § 24-10-106(1)(e), C.R.S., states, “Nothing in this
paragraph (e) . . . shall be construed to prevent a public entity from asserting
sovereign immunity for an injury caused by the natural condition of any
unimproved property, whether or not such property is located in a park or
recreation area.” Thus, the plain language of the statute requires that, in order to
be excluded from the immunity waiver under this provision, the condition in
question must be both “natural” and of “unimproved property.”

14

In holding that the dangerous condition that injured Burnett fell outside the
scope of the immunity waiver, the court of appeals stated in conclusory fashion
that “the trees adjacent to Campsite No. 14 were in an unimproved part of the
park.” Burnett, 2012 COA 42, ¶ 11. Absent from the court of appeals’ opinion
was any significant discussion of why the dangerous condition that caused
Burnett’s injury should be considered to have been “in an unimproved part of the
park” when, in fact, the tree branch that fell on her tent likely hung directly above
the campsite, which is clearly a public facility.
Writing in dissent, Judge Carparelli engaged in an extended discussion of
that very issue and, in the process, identified several problems with the majority
approach. Judge Carparelli noted three possible interpretations of the immunityconferring natural condition provision. First, he observed that the provision could
apply whenever an injury occurs as a result of an object or condition that typically
exists as a natural condition of unimproved property. Id. ¶ 61. The problem with
this approach is that it would incentivize public entities to ignore dangerous
conditions, such as a dead or rotten tree in the middle of a public playground, even
when there exists a significant probability that the dangerous condition will result
in injury. Id. ¶ 62. In addition to creating troubling incentives for public entities
entrusted with maintaining public facilities in public parks and recreation areas,
15

this interpretation would effectively read the phrase “of unimproved property” out
of the statute. Applying the immunity-conferring provision whenever an injury
occurred due to pre-existing “natural condition” would render superfluous the
General Assembly’s decision to require that the injury-causing mechanism be both
a “natural condition” and “of . . . unimproved property” in order for immunity to
attach.
Likewise, the “natural condition” provision could be interpreted to mean that
a public entity is immune whenever an injury occurs on a public facility as a result
of a natural condition originating immediately adjacent to the public facility. Id. ¶
64. This interpretation also creates troubling incentives – specifically, by
encouraging public entities to leave unimproved land around public facilities, and
by prompting those entities to refrain from pruning, trimming, or otherwise
minimizing the danger posed by natural features like trees, lest those features lose
their status as “natural conditions of unimproved property” Id. ¶ 65. This
approach would also create myriad difficulties for trial courts, which would be
required to determine on a case-by-case basis whether a particular “dangerous
condition” was ultimately “of” the public facility or “of” the immediately adjacent
unimproved property. In this particular case, for instance, the outcome below
would have been quite different if the trunk of the tree whose branch injured
16

Burnett were situated a few feet closer to her tent. In that case, the tree would not
have been a “natural feature of unimproved property,” but would have been a
“dangerous condition of [a] public facility” for which the CGIA waived immunity.
Similar factual quandaries would arise whenever an occupant of a public facility
was injured by a pre-existing natural feature located at or near the boundary of a
public facility, especially where the precise boundary of the public facility was not
clearly delineated or otherwise subject to ready determination. This case therefore
presents one of a potentially infinite number of possible scenarios in which
immunity determinations would hinge on fine, essentially arbitrary factual
distinctions.
The better approach, as Judge Carparelli recognized, is to apply the
immunity-conferring provision whenever an injury occurs on unimproved property
and is caused by a natural condition of that property. Id. ¶ 60. Such a rule gives
meaning to all of the words in the statute by requiring that an injury causing
mechanism be both a “natural condition” and a condition of “unimproved
property” in order for the responsible governmental entity to retain immunity. In
addition, this rule would preserve governmental immunity for injuries resulting
from dangerous conditions occurring as a result of natural conditions in
unimproved areas of public parks and recreation areas. The Parks Division could
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not, for instance, be held legally responsible for an injury caused by a falling tree
located out in the middle of an unimproved portion of Cherry Creek State Park.
Immunity would only be waived for dangerous conditions that cause injuries to
persons who are actually in the process of occupying and using a public facility,
such as a campsite. This approach would protect governmental entities from
potentially limitless liability while nonetheless accomplishing one of the core
purposes of the CGIA – namely, “to permit a person to seek redress for personal
injuries caused by a public entity.” Moldovan, 842 P.2d at 222.
4. The Rosales framework is not derived from the statutory text and forces
trial courts to make arbitrary determinations. This Court should
disapprove it in this case.
In contrast to the functional approach outlined above, which is ultimately
grounded in the statutory language chosen by the General Assembly, the Rosales
framework requires trial courts to make arbitrary factual determinations based on
criteria that are not derived from the plain language of § 24-10-106(1)(e), C.R.S.
The plaintiff in Rosales sustained injuries when she was struck by a falling tree
branch while picnicking at a city park. Rosales, 89 P.3d at 508. In holding that the
city retained immunity, the court first rejected the argument that the tree itself was
a public facility. Id. at 508-10. The court then held that a natural object such as a
tree could be considered part of a public facility if the public entity “incorporates
18

[the] tree into a facility in such a manner that it becomes an integral part of the
facility and is essential for the intended use of the facility.” Id. at 510.
The Rosales framework is problematic in multiple respects, particularly in
light of this Court’s repeated pronouncements that the CGIA’s waiver provisions
are to be construed broadly in favor of compensating injured victims of
governmental negligence. First, the Rosales test is not derived from the language
of § 24-10-106(1)(e), C.R.S., which nowhere states or even intimates that a feature
must be an integral part of a public facility or essential for its intended use in order
to qualify as a dangerous condition of the facility. Second, the test provides trial
courts with no guidance to cabin its application, thereby leaving trial courts with
essentially limitless discretion in determining whether a particular feature is
sufficiently integrated into the facility to fit within the scope of the immunity
waiver. The trial court’s opinion in this case amply illustrates this ambiguity. In
its Order granting the Parks Division’s Motion to Dismiss, the trial court wrote:
Rosales expressly rejected Plaintiff’s present assertion that trees are
integral and essential to a public facility because they provide
protection, shade and aesthetic value. Trees cannot be considered
essential to the intended use of the campsite within Cherry Creek State
Park when numerous campsites do not have adjacent or surrounding
trees.
(Order Granting Def.’s Mot. to Dismiss 3, C.D.@78.)
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In fact, the Rosales court did not hold that a tree could not be integral or
essential to a public facility such as a picnic area or campsite. Instead, the Rosales
court remanded the case to the trial court to make a determination on whether the
tree in question was an integral part of the facility, while expressing no opinion on
the merits of the question. Rosales, 89 P.3d at 510. Nevertheless, by providing
lower courts with no guidance concerning how to determine whether a particular
feature is an integral part of a facility or essential to its intended use, the Rosales
opinion invites the sort of misapplication that characterized the trial court’s ruling
in this case. Even more problematically, the Rosales test essentially requires lower
courts to make arbitrary judgments about what kinds of pre-existing natural
features are integral to a facility or essential for its intended use. There is no
evidence that the General Assembly intended to burden trial courts with such
unlimited discretion when it enacted § 24-10-106(1)(e), C.R.S.
In sum, the Rosales framework is not grounded in the language of § 24-10106(1)(e), C.R.S. and is inconsistent with this Court’s repeated instructions that the
CGIA’s immunity waivers are to be construed broadly in favor of compensating
victims of governmental negligence. This Court should disapprove its use in this
case, and should replace it with a straightforward rule that immunity is waived
whenever an occupant of a public facility in a public park or recreation area is
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injured by a dangerous condition impacting the facility, whether the condition
stems ultimately from a man-made structure or a pre-existing natural feature.
C.

APPLICATION OF THESE PRINCIPLES REQUIRES REVERSAL
IN THIS CASE.
Under the rule that the CTLA encourages this Court to adopt, the lower

courts’ rulings are erroneous and should be reversed. The campsite on which
Burnett was injured is plainly a public facility. The falling tree branch that injured
Burnett (a) hung directly above the facility, and (b) caused an injury to Burnett
while she was occupying and using the facility. Accordingly, the dangerous
condition that caused Burnett’s injury was a dangerous condition of the public
facility, not a natural feature of unimproved property. This Court should hold
accordingly.
VI.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should reverse the rulings of the trial
court and the court of appeals, and should hold that Burnett’s injury resulted from a
dangerous condition of a public facility in a public park or recreation area, rather
than a natural condition of unimproved property.
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